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Report to the AAA Executive Board  
Task Force on Race and Racism Survey of the Membership 

Carollee Howes, Karen Brodkin, Raymond Codrington* 
 

Executive Summary 
There were strong similarities between racialized minorities and white 

anthropologists in their careers, workloads and productivity. But there were strong 
differences between racialized minorities and whites in their evaluations of racial 
climate and diversity. These discrepancies can be resolved by examining 
organizational hierarchy.  

Anthropologists and their departments are part of a wider institutional 
climate, and that climate is a necessary context for understanding careers and 
workplaces. White faculty, students, and practitioners consistently perceived the 
institutional racial climate as better than did racialized minorities. Whites rated the 
overall climate, and its diversity grievance process as better than did racialized 
minorities. Whites were more sanguine about the existence of a grievance process, 
and that the process seemed constructive, effective and taken seriously. Racialized 
minorities were much less positive. Students overall were most positive on racial 
climate, followed by practitioners and then faculty, who were least positive.  

Whites report observing less subtle discrimination and racism, and 
experiencing much less of both than do racialized minorities. White respondents 
also report filing fewer diversity-related grievances than racialized minorities. More 
racialized minorities considered leaving or did leave an institution because it did not 
value their contribution. More racialized minority respondents sought positions 
where the contribution of racialized minorities were valued.  

 
Race Differences in Organizational Hierarchy and Work 

Faculty are the core this narrative. They made up over half our sample and 
they shaped the institutional climate through their training of students and 
practitioners. White faculty, as well as practitioners and students were less likely to 
be in racially diverse settings than their racialized minorities counterparts.  

Racialized minority and white faculty differ significantly in rank and 
seniority; in the degree to which they are housed in anthropology departments; in 
the different course loads of white and racialized minority temporary faculty; and in 
their ratings of their departments’ diversity and racial climate-related efforts. 

Overall, racialized minority faculty (and frequently students) consistently 
evaluated the diversity and climate of their department less favorably than white 
respondents, despite many similarities across race in their career profiles, 
workloads, productivity, and levels of support. Demographically racialized minority 
faculty are younger and more female than white. They, as well as temporary faculty 
of any race also have fewer years since PhD, and have been in their departments a 
shorter time than white tenure track faculty. Most strikingly, temporary faculty are 
not new PhDs; they received their degrees an average of 10.3 years ago, which 
buttresses other research showing the emergence of contingent faculty careers.  

There are significant differences between the place of racialized minority 
faculty and white in their organizational hierarchies that explain part of why they 
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have such different views of racial climate in their departments and institutions. 
These became clear when we disaggregated faculty by tenure track and temporary 
status, rank, and home department. Among tenure track faculty, racialized 
minorities are concentrated at the assistant and associate ranks, while white faculty, 
predominate at the full professor rank. Women make up a larger percentage of the 
temporary faculty than of the tenure track faculty. Also, racialized minority women 
are less likely than racialized minority men to be at the associate rank, and white 
women are less likely than white men to be at the full professor rank. This pattern 
by race suggests further examination into possible gender concomitants of stall 
points—with racialized minority women facing them at tenure, and white women in 
promotion to full. 

White male anthropologists predominate at the full professor rank. They 
have more years since their PhD; and they have also been in their current 
department for more years than racialized minority full professors, so are quite 
senior in rank and at the top of their departments. They are also less reflective of the 
diversity at the lower ranks. 

Although the plurality of all academic anthropologists regardless of race is 
housed in public research universities, their departmental homes differ, with whites 
clustered in anthropology and departments with anthropology as part of their title. 
Racialized minority faculty are more likely than white faculty to be in ethnic or 
gender studies departments and in departments without anthropology in their title. 
Racialized minority faculty are also more likely than whites to be in departments 
whose student body, faculty and chairs are racially diverse. Some of the racial 
diversity may have to do with those in ethnic and gender studies, but some is likely 
to also occur in anthropology because racialized minority anthropology students 
also report a higher lever of racial diversity in their departments than do white. 

Faculty at the higher ranks did more department and university committee 
work, taught more graduate courses, and had more publications than those at lower 
ranks, but there were no racial differences within ranks in productivity in any of 
these areas. Interestingly there were also no race or rank differences in course loads.  
However, racialized minority faculty engaged in more service and community 
projects than their white counterparts. Racialized minority tenure track faculty at all 
ranks had more racialized minority advisees than whites at the same rank. 

However, among temporary faculty, there were significant course load 
differences between whites and racialized minorities. White faculty reported 
teaching a larger number of courses per academic year and teaching more core 
courses than racialized minority temporary faculty or tenure track faculty of both 
race groups. In contrast to tenure track faculty, for whom a lower course load is an 
advantage, for temporary faculty, who are paid by the course, this imbalance 
suggests that white temporary faculty may be receiving priority in course 
assignments, for more courses and for core and introductory courses.  

Students and practitioners report similar racial differences around support 
for writing. Racialized minority students also reported receiving less faculty 
mentoring than whites in developing their research proposals and preparing their 
research for publication. Racialized minority practicing anthropologists were less 
likely than white to have had co-writing research and technical reports as part of 
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their professional development; and were less likely than whites to have writing 
research or technical reports as part of their work duties. However, racialized 
minorities had more support for research travel and research assistance than 
whites.  
 
Race differences in perception 
Curriculum diversity: Racialized minority students and faculty shared perceptions 
about their departments’ diversity recruiting efforts and diversity in the curriculum, 
in the student body, and the administration that differed sharply from their white 
student and faculty counterparts. White faculty and students perceived greater 
availability of university and national incentives for racialized minority student 
admissions, and saw their department as taking advantage of them more than did 
racialized minority faculty. White faculty and students also perceived more diversity 
in the curriculum, with respect to inclusion of works by racialized minority scholars 
in required courses, and inclusion in these courses of theoretical perspectives 
developed by scholars of color. However, a smaller proportion of white faculty and 
students conducted research on racial ethnic issues; fewer white faculty taught 
courses on these issues; and many faculty neither taught nor conducted such 
research. 
 
Collegial relations and support for promotion: Faculty, students and practitioners 
were all asked similar, multi-part questions about their perceptions of their 
departmental relations. They were also asked two sets of questions about their 
department’s support for advancement and promotion, one set with and one 
without reference to racial equity. 
 

As both white and racialized minority faculty went up the ranks, they became 
more positive about their professional relations and respect, as well as in their 
evaluation of their departments’ racial equity in its support for tenure and 
promotion. But within this pattern white faculty at all ranks were more positive 
than racialized minority faculty at all ranks except professor. Temporary faculty 
who are racialized minorities ranked their departments more negatively than white 
temporary faculty. And when the question of equity was phrased specifically as 
racial equity, the differences between white and racialized minority faculty were 
even sharper.  Students were similar to faculty in regarding the questions about 
support for advancement, in both sets racialized minorities rated support lower 
than white students, with stronger differences when asked specifically about racial 
equity. In contrast, practitioners’ perceptions of workplace relations and racial 
equity and support did not differ by race. 
 
Recommendations  

The AAA should establish a permanent Committee on Racial Equity, either from 
the CMIA, or as a standing committee of the Executive Board. Its charge would be 
to promote racial diversity and equity in the association (officers, staff, committees, 
meeting sessions and participants); and also with developing the AAA’s capacity to 
encourage/serve department diversity efforts. Its duties would include: 
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 Periodic review of AAA practices to promote racial equity and diversity with 
clear benchmarks and implementation strategy. 

 Liaison from AAA board that serves as a member of the Task Force. 
 Organizing a dedicated space/panel/workshop at the annual meetings. 
 Insuring that the website (currently the task force website) is the go-to place 

for funding, programs, resources, useful research, and research opportunities 
of interest to racialized minority students, faculty, & practitioners. 

 Conducting a bi-annual membership wide survey that measures racial and 
ethnic demographics and climate. 

 
To carry out its duties this committee needs to have a dedicated budget 

preferably funded by a line item in the AAA budget, administrative support in the 
form of a senior staff member, and have access to AAA staff with quantitative and 
qualitative skills to be used for the bi-annual collection, analysis and dissemination 
of diversity and retention related data projects. 
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Report to the AAA Executive Board  
Task Force on Race and Racism Survey of the Membership 

 
 There were 1748 respondents to the Task Force on Race and Racism in 
Anthropology’s online survey. The survey was designed to elicit separate responses 
from three status groupings of anthropologists: Faculty and administrators; 
practitioners; and students. Faculty made up 61.1% of the respondents, while 
students were 24% and practitioners were 14%.1 Most anthropologists are women, 
almost two-thirds of faculty and practitioners, and almost three-quarters of 
students. There were large differences in demographics among the three groups. 
(See Table 1). Most important for this report, students were most likely to be 
racialized minorities. Students also rated their racial identity as more important for 
their fieldwork, teaching, committee service and applied work than faculty or 
practitioners2.  Racial identity for faculty, students and practitioners is more 
important to racialized minorities in all areas of their professional work than it is for 
their white counterparts. 
  

Because the purpose of this report is to compare the experiences and 
perceptions of racialized minority and white anthropologists we will focus on racial 
differences by respondents’ primary status of faculty, student and practitioner3. We 
will analyze the career profiles, the support and workloads, and the perceptions of 
racial climate in each status group. There were consistent differences within and 
across these groups in the ways that racialized minority anthropologists and their 
white counterparts perceived their institutionalized racial climate. There were also 
differences in aspects of the profiles and work experiences of each group.   
 

Faculty/ Administrator career profiles 
 

Demographics. Faculty respondents varied by temporary versus tenure 
track employment and within the tenure track group by rank. Our analyses first 
considered differences between racialized and white faculty who were temporary or 
tenure track. We then conducted similar analyses within rank for tenure track 
faculty. 
 
                                                        
1 Not all respondents answered all questions. 
2 In order to account for these differences in demographics and in perceptions 
further analyses will be conducted separately for each status group.  
3 Comparisons were made by Chi Square statistics if the data was categorical 
(yes/no or 3 or more categories) and by linear analysis of variance (ANOVA) if the 
data was interval (e.g. number of … or rating on 5 point scale). If the comparison 
was made by a Chi Square the statistic in the table is a Chi Square and the numbers 
in the body of the table are the percent within each cell of the crosstab. If the 
comparison was made by an ANOVA the statistic in the table is an F and the 
numbers in the body of the table are marginal means corrected for the variance 
attributable to the main effects and interactions of the model.  
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Comparisons of the demographics of temporary and tenure track 
faculty are in Table 2. There were significant differences by race and by tenure but 
no interactions between race and tenure. Racialized minority faculty are 
proportionately more female and younger than white counterparts.  Women are 
also a higher proportion of temporary faculty than of tenure track faculty, and a 
lower proportion of associate professors than of either assistant or full professors. 
Not surprisingly, temporary faculty earn less than tenure track faculty.  

 
Comparisons of demographics by race and rank are in Table 3. Among tenure 

track faculty, racialized minorities are more likely to be at the assistant and 
associate ranks, while white faculty are more likely to predominate at the professor 
ranks.4  There were significant interactions by race and rank for gender in that  
racialized minority associate professors are least likely to be women, and white full 
professors are least likely to be women. White full professors are older than faculty 
in the other race-rank categories, including radicalized minority full professors. 
These differences suggest that older white male faculty are most likely to be located 
within the ranks of full professors. While there were the expected rank differences 
in income, there were no race differences. Racialized minority faculty at all ranks, 
and white faculty in the lower ranks consider their own racial identity to be 
important in all aspects of their work: field work, teaching, committee service and 
applied work.  

 
Career path. Comparisons of career paths of temporary and tenure track 

faculty are found in Table 4. There were strong differences by race and by tenure 
status but no interactions between race and tenure status.  Almost all of the faculty 
have PhD degrees.  Their modal institution is public research universities. Tenure 
line faculty are less likely than temporary faculty to teach in two-year colleges.  

 
More than half of all faculty are employed within departments named 

anthropology or anthropology and sociology. However, racial minority faculty are 
more likely than white faculty to be in ethnic or gender studies departments and in 
departments without anthropology in their title, while white faculty are more likely 
than racialized minority faculty to be in anthropology or anthropology and sociology 
departments. Racialized minority faculty are more likely than white to be in 
departments with larger percentage of racialized minority faculty. Racialized 
minority faculty and temporary faculty have fewer years since degree and years in 
the department than white and tenure track faculty. Strikingly, temporary faculty 
are not new PhDs; they received their degrees an average of 10.3 years ago.  

 
Comparisons of the career paths of racialized minority and white faculty 

within the tenure track faculty are in Table 5. There were significant interactions for 
years since degree and years in the department. Racialized minority and white 
assistant professors are similar in years since degree and in years in the department, 
and younger and newer to the department than faculty in higher ranks. Racialized 
                                                        
4 Some 200 faculty respondents did not report their rank. 
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minority associate and full professors are similar to white associate and full  
professors in years since degree but have fewer years in the department than white 
associate or full professors.  Racialized minority full professors have fewer years 
since degree and fewer years in the department than white full professors.  That 
means white full professors have been in the field longer and have more seniority in 
the department than any other group. White faculty and higher rank faculty are 
more likely than their counterparts to be in anthropology and anthropology and 
sociology departments. Racialized minority faculty are more likely than white 
faculty to be in ethnic or gender studies departments. Lower ranked faculty are 
more likely to be in departments not including anthropology in the department than 
higher ranked faculty. White tenure tack faculty are less likely to be in racially 
diverse departments than their racialized minority counterparts.  
 
Faculty/Adminstrator workload, working conditions and department support 
 

Tenured versus temporary faculty 
 
There were a number of significant and expectable differences between the 

workloads of tenure track and temporary faculty. See Table 6. Tenure track faculty 
served on more university and department committees, taught more graduate 
courses and seminars, received more internal funding and published more book 
chapters (but not books or peer reviewed articles) than temporary faculty. 
Surprisingly there were no differences in the number of advisees between 
temporary and tenure track faculty. 

 
There were also significant racial differences between tenure track and 

temporary faculty.  Probably most significant of all were racial differences among 
temporary faculty in the number of courses taught by racialized minority and white 
faculty.  The latter reported teaching a larger number of courses per academic year 
and teaching more core courses than racialized minority temporary faculty or 
tenure track faculty of both race groups. In contrast to tenure track faculty, for 
whom a lower course load is an advantage, for temporary faculty, who are paid by 
the course, this imbalance suggests that white temporary faculty may be receiving 
priority in course assignments, for more courses and for core and introductory 
courses. There were no other race by tenure interactions.  Racialized minority 
temporary and tenure track faculty engaged in more seminar teaching, and more 
service and community projects than their white counterparts.  

 
Both racialized minority faculty and temporary rated both kinds of 

department support lower than white faculty and tenure track faculty. There were 
no race by tenure interactions for department support.  

 
For tenure track faculty, comparisons of workload and working conditions by 

race and rank are in Table 7. There were significant race and rank differences in 
work load and working conditions and one interaction between race and rank. 
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Racialized minority faculty received more internal funding at the assistant and full 
levels while white faculty received more internal funding at the associate level.  

 
There were racial differences in workload, but they are set against 

background of similarity across race. Racialized minority faculty served on more 
department committees and did more service and community project work than 
white faculty. They also taught more seminars than white faculty. Faculty at the 
higher ranks did more department and university committee work, taught more 
graduate courses, and had more publications. Interestingly there were no race or 
rank differences in advising or course loads.  

 
Racialized minority faculty at all ranks rated their department relations and 

promotion scales lower than white faculty. Although faculty at higher ranks rated 
department relations and promotion more positively than faculty at lower ranks.  

 
Comparisons of tenure track benefits by race are in Table 8. There were no 

race differences in benefits.  More than half of all pre-tenure track faculty have 
course release and stop the clock benefits. Almost all faculty have travel funds and 
medical, pregnancy and/or family leave. A smaller percent of faculty have research 
assistants and internal funding.  
 
 

Faculty racial climate and diversity 
 
Comparisons by race and tenure 
 

There were significant race and tenure differences in faculty perceptions of 
racial climate and diversity but no interactions. See Table 9. More white than 
racialized minority faculty perceive greater availability of university and national 
programs offering incentives for admitting racialized minority students, and greater 
sense that their departments take advantage of such programs. White and racialized 
minority faculty differed consistently and significantly in the racial composition of 
their departments, in their perceptions of curricular diversity, departmental 
diversity efforts, and departmental racial climate.  

 
The departments of racialized minority faculty were more racially diverse in 

number and percentage of racial minority faculty and in the likelihood of having a 
current or past chair who was a racial minority colleague than those of their white 
counterparts. Tenure track faculty advise more racialized minority students than do 
temporary faculty  

 
Although temporary faculty are less likely than their tenure track 

counterparts to see works by racialized minority scholars as part of required 
courses, racialized minority faculty on the tenure track and temporary both see 
considerably less inclusion of works by minority scholars in required courses than 
do any white faculty.  Racialized minority faculty consistently see less coverage of 
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post colonial, African diaspora, critical race theory, Indigenous anthropology, and 
subaltern studies than whites.   
 
 White faculty are less likely than racialized minority faculty to teach courses 
or do research on racial or ethnic issues. Temporary faculty are, as well, less likely to 
teach courses or do research on racial or ethnic issues than tenure track faculty.  
 
 White faculty and tenure track were more likely than racialized minority 
faculty and temporary faculty to rate as positive their department relations and 
support for promotion scales.  
  
Comparisons by race and rank 
 
 There was a significant interaction between race and rank in faculty 
perception of department equity scale. See table 10. At every rank racialized 
minority faculty at that rank rated the department less positively on equity. Within 
racialized minority faculty full professors and assistant professors rated the scale 
more highly than associate professors. Among higher ranked faculty, white faculty 
rated the department more positively than lower ranked faculty.  Racialized 
minority faculty rated department diversity less positively than white faculty and 
higher ranked faculty rated department diversity higher than lower ranked faculty. 
 
 Racialized minority faculty were also less positive about the department’s 
taking advantage of university and nationally offered diversity incentives and 
inclusion of racialized minority scholars work and perspective in required courses 
than white faculty. Racialized minority faculty were more likely than white faculty 
to teach and do research on racial and ethnic issues, to be in departments with 
racialized minority department chairs, and to advise racialized minority students.  
 
 Full and associate professors were more likely than assistant professors to 
have had a racialized minority as department chair and to advise racialized minority 
students.  
 

Student Profiles 
 Racialized minority and white student profiles are more similar than 
different—in degree programs, number of programs applied to, most of the reasons 
given for choosing their department, type of graduate institution, department and 
cohort size, funding and financial support. See Table 11.  
 
 Racialized minority students ranked the presence of minority faculty higher 
than whites as a criterion for selecting a school, and their cohorts are more racially 
diverse than those of white respondents. Racialized minority students also reported 
receiving less faculty mentoring than whites in developing their research proposals 
and preparing their research for publication. They also evaluated overall fairness in 
departmental support lower than their white counterparts.  
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Student racial climate 
 

 Comparison of student perceptions of racial climate are in Table 12. White 
students see the departmental racial equity climate and its diversity significantly 
more positively than their racialized minority counterparts.  Whites students see 
more diversity in the curriculum-- in the theoretical perspectives taught in required 
courses, and in the use of works by racialized minority scholars in required courses, 
than their racialized minority counterparts.  
 

A lower proportion of white students than racialized minority students 
report conducting research on racial ethnic issues. A smaller proportion of 
racialized minority students than white students perceived their department as 
taking advantage of national programs of incentives to diversify the student body.  
  

Practicing Anthropologists Career Profiles 
 

 Overall the career paths of racialized minority and white practitioners were 
similar. See Table 13. Practitioners usually had PhDs although there were about 
20% with MA degrees. Almost half were employed full time most frequently in 
Public, NGO or non-profit institutions. Most positions were not permanent, but 
practitioners felt confident that they could get another full or part time position if 
needed. Years since degree seems to be the only clear difference in the profiles of 
racialized minority and white practicing anthropologists with racialized minorities 
having fewer years since degree than white practicing anthropologists. 
 

Practitioner workloads and support 
 

 Similarities across race for work load and support are the predominant 
pattern among practicing anthropologists. See Table 14.  Racialized minority 
practicing anthropologists were less likely than white to include writing or co-
writing research or technical reports in the professional development they received, 
or writing research and technical reports among their duties. But they had more 
support for research travel and research assistance than whites. There were no race 
differences in the workplace relations and staff support scales.  
 

Practitioner racial climate and Diversity 
 

Racialized minority and white practicing anthropologists reported no race 
differences in racial equity and support. See Table 15. The only race difference was 
that racialized minority practicing anthropologists were more likely to have a 
racialized minority as a current supervisor.  
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Institutional racial climate 
 

 The final analysis of this report consists of a series of direct questions asked 
all respondents about the racial climate of their institution, department or agency.  
We examined differences by race and status (faculty, student, practitioner). Race 
differences are tabled in Table 165. White respondents consistently perceived the 
institutional racial climate as better than racial minorities. White respondents rated 
the institutional overall climate, and its diversity grievances process as better than 
did racialized minorities. Whites were more sanguine about the existence of a 
grievance process, and that the process seemed constructive, effective and taken 
seriously. Racialized minorities were much less positive. Students overall were most 
positive on racial climate, followed by practitioners and then faculty, who were least 
positive.  

Whites reported observing less subtle discrimination and racism, and 
experiencing much less of both than did racialized minorities, but a sizeable 
proportion reported observing both. White respondents also filed fewer diversity-
related grievances than racialized minorities. More racialized minorities considered 
leaving or did leave an institution because it did not value the contribution of 
racialized minorities. More racialized minority respondents sought positions where 
the contribution of racialized minorities were valued. 
 
Recommendations  

The AAA should establish a permanent Committee on Racial Equity, either from 
the CMIA, or as a standing committee of the Executive Board. Its charge would be 
to promote racial diversity and equity in the association (officers, staff, committees, 
meeting sessions and participants); and also with developing the AAA’s capacity to 
encourage/serve department diversity efforts. Its duties would include: 

 Periodic review of AAA practices to promote racial equity and diversity with 
clear benchmarks and implementation strategy. 

 Liaison from AAA board that serves as a member of the Task Force. 
 Organizing a dedicated space/panel/workshop at the annual meetings. 
 Insuring that the website (currently the task force website) is the go-to place 

for funding, programs, resources, useful research, and research opportunities 
of interest to racialized minority students, faculty, & practitioners. 

 Conducting a bi-annual membership wide survey that measures racial and 
ethnic demographics and climate. 

 
To carry out its duties this committee needs to have a dedicated budget preferably 
funded by a line item in the AAA budget, administrative support in the form of a 
senior staff member, and have access to AAA staff with quantitative and qualitative 
skills to be used for the bi-annual collection, analysis and dissemination of diversity 
and retention related data projects.  

                                                        
5 Differences in status are marked within the test of significance column using f for 
faculty, s for student, and p for practitioner.  
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Tables 
 
Table 1  
 
Demographics 
 
Gender, age, income, racial identity of AAA members who responded to the survey by status grouping 
(Faculty. Practicing. Student) 

 
Question  
 

Description Status grouping 
% /mean 

Test of difference 

  Faculty/ 
administrators 

Practicing Student Chi square 
/ANOVA 

 Number 1047 239 423  
      
Q1 Gender  1047 239 423 16.42** 
   female 62.6% 61.1 72.1  

      
Q2 Age in years  50.3  53.16  32.42  3.57*** 
      
Q3 Modal Income 75-99999k 50-7499k 0-

2499k 
4.90*** 

      
Q5 
 

Describe self as racialized minority 20.1% 18.2% 29.3% 17.52*** 

      
Q12 How important is your racial identity in 

your a:  
    

   Fieldwork 3.81 3.24 4.01 25.51*** 
   Teaching 3.54 2.99 3.56 17.23*** 
   Committee Service 3.12 2.77 3.24 8.84*** 
  Applied work 3.28 3.13 3.45 4.14** 

 
Note: a indicates a 5 point scale ; * p< .05; **p< .01 *** p< .001 
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Table 2 
 
Differences in faculty demographics by race and tenure status (temporary versus tenure 
track) 
 
 
Questio
n 

Descriptio
n 

Racialized 
minority %/mean 

White 
%/ mean 

Tests of Difference 
Chi square/ F 

  Temporar
y 

Tenur
e 

Temporar
y 

Tenur
e 

Race Tenure Race 
by 
tenur
e 

 Number 41 156 137 633    
         
Q1 Gender         
   female 68.3% 70.2% 75.6% 59.6% 6.32** 9.24*** na 
         
Q2 Age in 

years 
44.76 45.94 47.21 50.33 8.64*** 3.43 .69 

         
Q3 Modal 

income 
25-49k 50-74k 25-49k 50-74k .06 141.20**

* 
.04 

         
Q12 How 

important 
is your 
racial 
identity in a 

       

 Fieldwork 4.28 4.38 3.67 3.69 25.41**
* 

.25 .12 

 Teaching 4.18 4.36 3.46 3.35 46.73**
* 

.11 1.36 

 Committee 
Service 

3.90 4.11 2.91 2.88 73.25**
* 

.53 .92 

 Applied 
work 

3.88 4.03 3.07 3.11 45.21**
* 

.58 .18 

Note: a indicates a 5 point scale; * p < .05; ** p < .01; ** p <  .001 
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Table 3 
 
Demographic differences in tenure track faculty career path by race and by rank 
 
Question Description Racialized minority %/mean White 

%/ mean 
Tests of Difference 
Chi square/ F 

  Assistant Associate Full Assistant Associate Full Race Rank Race by 
Rank 

 Number  70 45 41 194 195 244    
           
Q1 Female 74.3% 59.5% 74.4% 66% 62.9% 52.1% 6.312** 9.76** 12.03*** 
           
Q2 Age (mean years) 39.29 48.20 54.83 39.70 48.72 60.0 7.52** 205.52*** 4.23** 
           
Q3 Income 50-75k 75-100k 75-

99k 
50-75k 50-75k 100-

125 
1.85 87.33*** .05 

           
Q12 How important is your 

racial identity in a?  
         

 Fieldwork 4.46 4.50 4.15 3.92 3.92 3.33 30.68*** 6.38*** .50 
 Teaching 4.38 4.52 4.17 3.52 3.62 3.00 73.02*** 6.03*** .71 
 Committee Service 4.06 4.30 4.00 2.96 3.12 2.63 105.12*** 3.15* .53 
 Applied work 3.97 4.18 3.95 3.32 3.32 2.79 57.96*** 3.46* 1.68 
Notes: a indicates 5 point scale; * p < .05; ** p < .01; ***p < .001 
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Table 4  
Differences in faculty career path by race and by tenure status  
 
Question Description Racialized 

minority %/mean 
White 
%/ mean 

Tests of Difference 
Chi square/ F 

  Temporary Tenure Temporary Tenure Race Tenure Race by 
tenure 

Q15 Have a PhD 82.9% 100% 81.8% 98.3% .91 94.51 na 
         
Q19 Kind of institution     6.17 44.21*** na 
 2 year college 14.6% 2.6% 15.0% 3.3%    
 4 year college 17.1% 30.5% 22.6% 22.1%    
 Research university 

private 
12.2% 14.3% 17.3% 11.1%    

 Research university 
public 

46.3% 37.7% 31.6% 44.8%    

 Comprehensive 9.8% 14.9% 13.5% 13.7%    
         
 Department title     35.31*** 1.87 na 
 Anthropology/ 

Anthropology and 
Sociology 

44.7% 53.7% 58.8% 62.7%    

 Anthropology and some 
other discipline 

0% 1.4% 5.3% 4.1%    

 Ethnic or gender Studies  10.5% 10.9% 3.8% 2.3%    
 Anthropology not 

included in title 
44.7% 34.0% 32.1% 30.8%    

         
Q23 % faculty are racialized 

minorities 
19% 19% 12% 12% 17.21*** .00 .00 

         
Q16  Years since degree 8.56 13.28 11.51 17.37 8.96*** 20.25*** .23 
Q 24 Years in department 3.95 8.42 7.52 12.61 15.27*** 23.25*** .09 
 
Note: * p <.05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
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Table 5  
Differences in faculty career path by race and by tenure track 
 
Questio
n 

Description Racialized 
minority %/mean 

White 
%/ mean 

Tests of difference Chi 
square / F 

  Assista
nt 

Associa
te 

Full Assista
nt 

Associa
te 

Full Race Rank Race 
by 
rank 

Q15 Have a PhD 100% 100% 100
% 

98.4% 99.5% 97.1
% 

.00 4.17 na 

           
Q19 Kind of institution       6.17 6.70 na 
 2 year college 2.9% 2.3% 2.4% 3.1% 2.15 4.5%    
 4 year college 42.0% 20.5% 22.0

% 
22.2% 21.1% 22.7

% 
   

 Research university 
private 

11.6% 15.9 17.1
% 

10.8% 10.8% 11.6
% 

   

 Research university 
public 

33.3% 40.9% 41.5
% 

43.3% 45.4% 45.5
% 

   

 Comprehensive 10.1% 20.5% 17.1
% 

20.6% 20.6% 15.7
% 

   

           
 Department title       35.31*

** 
15.42*** na 

 Anthropology/Anthropo
logy and Sociology 

50.7% 52.4% 60.5
% 

63.2% 50.4% 69.4
% 

   

 Anthropology and some 
other discipline 

0% .4% 2.6% 3.2% 5.3% 3.9%    

 Ethnic or gender Studies  4.5% 16.7% 15.8
% 

2.2% 2.7% 2.2%    

 Anthropology not 
included in title 

44.8% 28.6 21.1
% 

31.4% 38.0 24.6
% 

   

           
 Years since degree 5.82 14.88 24.2

8 
6.53 14.79 28.2

0 
5.03* 312.87*

** 
3.05* 

           
 Years in department 4.03 8.88 15.7

4 
3.96 10.82 20.9

2 
10.85*
** 

144.32*
** 

4.84*
* 

           
Q23 % faculty are racialized 

minorities 
20% 17% 20% 11% 12% 12% 23.72*

** 
.48 1.19 

 
Note: * p <.05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
 
 
 
 
Table 6  
Differences in faculty workload, work conditions, and support by race and by tenure track 
 
Question Description Racialized 

minority %/mean 
White 
%/ mean 

Tests of Difference 
Chi square/ F 

  Temporary Tenure Temporary Tenure Race Tenure Race by 
tenure 
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Q28  Number of advisees 41.44 28.25 24.22 36.18 .08 .00 .61 
Q29 Service        
 Department committee .90 3.02 .65 2.45 3.04 69.93*** .47 
 University committee 1.67 2.59 .65 2.49 1.37 38.88*** .64 
 Service project 1.87 3.04 .97 2.01 12.08*** 16.92*** .06 
 Community project 1.57 1.72 .90 1.29 7.70*** 1.89 .35 
Q33 Kind of courses taught     .89 46.02*** na 
 undergraduate 62.2% 44.1% 69.8% 39%    
 graduate 8.1% 7% 6.3% 6.1%    
 Both  29.7% 49% 23.8% 54.9%    
Q32  Number of courses in 

teaching load 
4.63 4.83 5.92 5.10 11.51*** 2.47 4.68* 

Q34 Number of courses        
 Large lecture .83 .92 1.10 .96 .44 .10 .24 
 Small lecture 2.08 1.89 3.07 2.12 2.91 2.55 1.09 
 Seminar .83 2.23 1.10 1.60 .49 13.07*** 2.90 
 Core 1.92 2.16 3.10 2.16 1.75 .39 4.00* 
 Electives 1.33 2.12 2.20 2.17 2.47 1.69 1.88 
Q35 Publications        
 Peer reviewed articles 5.10 10.58 7.73 20.42 1.02 2.17 .34 
 Book chapters 3.15 6.68 2.20 10.63 .65 10.36*** 1.74 
 Edited books 1.15 1.09 .28 1.60 .25 3.11 3.72 
 Books .60 1.06 .69 1.54 .78 3.97 .36 
Q37 Funding        
 Internal 1467 22935 3519 15129 .60 5.44* .48 
 External 30761 96202 11191 128584 .01 2.03 .16 
         
Q38 Department relationsa 2.51 3.48 3.18 4.00 20.45*** 85.66*** 2.73 
         
Q39 Department 

promotiona  
2.93 3.25 3.13 3.48 7.68** 18.40*** .03 

Note: a indicates 5 point scale; * p <.05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
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Table 7 
Differences in tenure line faculty workload, working conditions, and support by race and by rank 
 
Question Description Racialized minority %/mean White 

%/ mean 
Tests of Difference 
Chi square/ F 

  Assistant Associate Full Assistant Associate Full Race Rank Race 
by 
rank 

Q28  Number of 
advisees 

30.59 23.22 29.82 29.42 31.26 45.96 .26 .16 .12 

           
Q29 Service          
 Department 

committee 
2.85 3.24 3.03 1.86 2.64 2.77 8.07** 3.51* .95 

 University 
committee 

2.33 2.97 2.61 1.65 2.61 3.06 .57 5.90* 1.89 

 Service project 3.17 2.85 3.03 1.71 2.06 2.21 17.01*** .20 .88 
 Community 

project 
1.62 1.73 1.43 1.10 1.30 1.43 6.82** .94 .02 

           
Q33 Kind of courses 

taught 
      .88 26.40*** na 

 Undergraduate 53.1% 44.2% 27.8% 51.1% 34.2% 33.3%    
 Graduate 6.3% 2.3% 13.9% 7.0% 4.3% 6.8%    
 Both  40.6% 53.5% 58.3% 41.9% 61.5% 59.8%    
           
Q32  yearly teaching 

load 
4.86 4.90 4.68 5.15 5.18 4.99 .45 2.57 .01 

           
Q34 Number of 

courses 
         

 Large lecture 1.25 .67 .62 .92 1.00 .97 .42 1.12 1.66 
 Small lecture 1.75 2.47 1.46 2.18 2.05 2.14 .60 .72 1.16 
 Seminar 2.29 1.93 2.46 1.70 1.57 1.53 6.87** .45 .41 
 Core 2.79 2.33 1.77 2.26 2.17 2.06 .62 1.70 .78 
 Electives 2.13 2.13 2.08 2.06 2.31 2.16 .81 .10 .08 
           
Q35 Publications          
 Peer reviewed 

articles 
3.62 8.52 19.43 3.98 9.72 36.26 1.38 7.93*** 1.08 

 Book chapters 1.72 4.55 13.67 2.01 5.17 18.82 1.88 36.03*** 1.17 
 Edited books .14 .61 2.50 .37 .91 2.71 .68 23.20*** .01 
 Books .10 .77 2.27 .39 .81 2.63 1.06 36.01*** .20 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7 continues 
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Differences in tenure line faculty workload by race and by rank 
 
 
Questio
n 

Descriptio
n 

Racialized Minority % / mean White  % / mean Tests of Difference Chi 
square / F 

  Assistan
t 

Associat
e  

Full Assistan
t 

Associate  Full Race Rank Race 
by 
rank 

Q37 Funding          
 Internal 13511.1

3 
7520.83 54921.88 12062.9

5 
17277.29 15770.29 2.34 4.94*

* 
4.54*
* 

 External 79085.9
3 

80250.03 141500.0
0 

45435.6
0 

104110.9
3 

211822.1
9 

.11 1.29 .27 

           
Q38 Departmen

t relationsa 

3.67 3.56 3.86 3.76 4.00 4.18 9.91*** 3.96*
* 

1.67 

           
Q39 Departmen

t relationsa 

3.31 3.04 3.39 3.48 3.33 3.59 11.34**
* 

7.26*
* 

.413 

 
Note: a indicates a 5 point scale; * p < .05; ** p <.01; *** p < .001 
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Table 8 
 
Differences in benefits to tenure track faculty by race 
 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority % 
White 
%  

Test of 
Difference F 

Q36 Course release for 
pre-tenure faculty 

53.1% 58.8% 1.42 

 Release time for 
research and 
writing for pre-
tenure faculty 

51.2% 55.3% .49 

 Stopping the 
clock for family 
responsibility for 
pre-tenure faculty  

71.3% 69.1% .21 

 Research 
assistants 

39.4% 37.6% .14 

 Travel funds 91.2% 90.5% .06 
 Career focused 

mentoring 
47.4% 53.2% 1.46 

 Medical, 
pregnancy and/or 
family leave 

89.9% 88.7% .16 

 Internal funding 79.1% 79.3% .01 
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Table 9  
Differences in faculty racial climate by race and by tenure track 
Question Description Racialized 

minority %/mean 
White 
%/ mean 

Tests of Difference 
Chi square/ F 

  Temporary Tenure Temporary Tenure Race Tenure Race by 
tenure 

Q40 University-offered racial 
diversity incentives for 
hiring faculty 

    2.98 2.81 na 

 Yes 30.8% 36.6% 51.0 
% 

43.5%    

 Available but not used   0% 14.3% 6.1% 11.2%    
 Not available  69.2% 49.1% 42.9% 45.3%    
         
 For admitting students     8.60** 2.76 na 
 Yes 50.0% 32.0% 55.1% 46.2%    
 Available but not used 8.3% 18.6% 8.2% 11.0%    
 Not available 41.7% 49.5% 36.7% 42.8%    
         
 Nationally-offered racial 

diversity incentives for 
hiring faculty 

    .75 9.24**  

 Yes 36.4% 29.3% 39.4% 31.9%    
 Available but not used   11.4% 26.2% 12.1% 24.6%    
 Not available  52.3% 44.4% 48.5% 43.5%    
         
 For admitting students 27.3% 9.1% 39.4% 31.9% 6.01* 4.75  
 Yes 20.2% 31.9% 12.1% 24.6%    
 Available but not used 21% 29.5% 48.5% 43.5%    
         
Q41 Number of racialized 

minority faculty in 
department 

19% 19% 12% 12% 17.20*** .00 .00 

         
Q42 Current chair is a member 

of a racialized minority 
group 

12.9% 27.4% 10.4% 11.2 22.78*** 2.90 na 

         
Q43 There has been a 

racialized minority 
department chair  

20% 33.3% 15.9% 20.9% 10.78*** 2.87 na 

         
Q44 Number of racialized 

minority advisees over 
last 3 years 

2.5 9.85 2.5 4.19 .16 13.49*** 2.60 
 

         
Q45 Works by racialized 

minority scholars part of 
required courses 

47.4% 66.3% 80.0% 86.4% 3.61*** 4.90* na 

 
Table continues 
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Table 9 continues 
 
Differences in faculty racial climate by race and by tenure track 
 
Question Description Racialized minority 

% / mean 
White 
% / mean 

Test of Differences 
Chi square / F 

  Temporary Tenure Temporary Tenure Race Tenure Race by 
Tenure 

Q46 Theoretical Perspectives 
covered in required courses 

       

 American ethnic studies 53.3% 62.4% 73.8% 67.6% 2.67 .32 na 
 Post colonial studies 50.0% 66.7% 70.2% 82.1% 21.24*** 10.92*** na 
 African diaspora 57.1% 48.4% 65.3% 64.5% 15.00*** .22 na 
 Critical race theory 51.7% 51.6% 65.4% 71.1% 15.00*** 1.20 na 
 Indigenous anthropology 53.3% 53.6% 66.0% 71.6% 15.53*** 1.25 na 
 Subaltern Studies 32.1% 41.0% 53.5% 57.6% 13.79*** 1.33 na 
         
Q47 In last 3 years        
 Taught course on racial 

ethnic issues 
65.9% 75.0% 56.2% 64.0% 9.53*** 3.80* na 

 Conducted research on 
racial/ethnic issues 

65.9% 68.6% 40.9% 55.3% 17.55*** 7.51*** na 

         
Q48 Department race ethnic 

equity scale a 
2.71 3.24 3.81 4.04 73.58*** 11.70*** 1.82 

         
Q49 Department race ethnic 

diversity scale a 
2.85 2.82 3.55 3.35 34.86*** 1.24 .70 

 
 

Note: a indicates a 5 point scale; * p <.05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
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Table 10 
Differences in faculty racial climate by race and by rank 
 
Question Description Racialized minority %/mean White 

%/ mean 
Tests of Difference 
Chi square/ F 

  Assistant Associate Full Assistant Associate Full Race Rank Race by 
Rank 

Q40 University-offered racial diversity incentives          
   For hiring faculty       2.98 2.49 na 
     Yes 41.5% 30.8% 37.5% 38.7%` 41.7% 47.0%    
     Available but not used   9.8% 10.3% 25.0% 15.1% 11.8% 9.0%    
     Not available  48.8% 59.0% 37.5% 46.2% 46.5% 44.0%    
           
 For admitting students       8.60** .87 na 
   Yes 33.3% 29.4% 33.3% 46.6% 48.6% 44.3%    
     Available but not used 16.7% 14.7%1 25.9% 12.3% 9.4% 11.5%    
     Not available 50.0% 55.9% 40.7% 41.1% 41.7% 44.3%    
           
 Nationally-offered racial diversity incentives          
   For hiring faculty       .75 7.67 na 
     Yes 35.1% 3.0% 20.6% 18.9% 17.9% 26.8%    
     Available but not used   24.3% 39.4% 50% 29.7% 33.0% 29.3%    
     Not available  40.5% 57.6% 30.3% 51.4% 48.8% 43.9%    
           
  For admitting students       6.01* 6.00 na 
   Yes 32.3% 12.1% 16.7% 21.5% 35.7% 33.6%    
     Available but not used 16.1% 33.3% 46.7% 21.5% 26.8% 34.3%    
     Not available 51.6% 54.5% 36.7% 56.9% 37.5% 42.1%    
Q41     Number racialized minority faculty in department 2.05 2.45 2.42 1.23 1.56 1.86 12.72*** 2.22 .21 
           
Q42 Current chair is member of a racialized minority group 23.7% 31.0% 29.4% 10.3% 12.4% 10.9% 22.78*** .80 na 
           
Q43 There has been a racialized minority department chair 

in your employment 
26.7% 35.7% 42.4% 14.5% 25.4% 22.2% 10.78*** 6.50* na 

 
Table continues  
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Table 10 continues 
Differences in faculty racial climate by race and by rank 
 
 
 
 
Question Description Racialized minority %/mean White 

%/ mean 
Tests of Difference 
Chi square/ F 

  Assistant Associate Full Assistant Associate Full Race Rank Race by 
Rank 

Q44 Number of racialized minority advisees over last 3 
years 

7.04 10.88 13.24 4.25 7.60 8.70 10.37*** 8.58*** .22 

           
Q45 Works by racialized minority scholars part of 

required courses 
72.5% 66.7% 57.1% 86.8% 87.7% 85.1% 31.61*** .61 na 

           
Q46 Perspective covered in required courses          
 American ethnic studies 64.8% 63.4% 56.7% 65.0% 64.5% 72.3% 2.67 2.26 na 
 Post colonial studies 63.6% 64.1% 75.0% 63.6% 64.1% 75.0% 21.24*** 2.76 na 
 African diaspora 50.0% 43.6% 51.6% 61.3% 58.6% 71.6% 8.40** 9.14** na 
 Critical race theory 52.7% 45.0% 58.1% 70.1% 68.7% 73.7% 15.00*** 3.34 na 
 Indigenous anthropology 55.6% 53.7% 50.0% 68.55% 66.35% 78.3% 16.53*** 7.23* na 
 Subaltern Studies 39.6% 34.2% 51.6% 51.9% 61.3% 59.0% 13.79*** 4.06 na 
           
Q47 In last 3 years:          
 Taught course on ethnic studies 70.0% 86.7% 70.7% 68.6% 64.6% 59.8% 9.53*** 4.51 na 
 Conducted research on racial/ethnic issues 65.7% 71.1% 70.7% 55.7% 55.9% 54.5% 17.55*** .22 na 
           
Q48 Department race ethnic equity scale a 3.32 2.94 3.45 3.80 3.95 4.27 7.04*** 6.78*** 3.19* 
           
Q49 Department race ethnic diversity scale a 2.81 2.61 3.10 3.13 3.17 3.64 3.86*** 11.46*** .89 
 
 
Note: * p <.05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
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Table 11 
Comparison of student’s experiences in graduate school by race 
 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority  
% / mean 

White  
% / 
mean 

Test of 
Differences 
Chi square / F 

Q72  Years since received BA  5.40 4.95 .77 
     
Q73 Degree program enrolled in   2.94 
   BA 1% 3%  
   MA 22.6% 19.1%  
   PhD 76.6 77.9  
     
Q74 Number of programs applied to 4.78 4.33 1.79 
     
Q75 Number of programs received 

acceptance 
2.06 1.98 .24 

     
Q76 Reasons for selecting department     
   Specific faculty 69.8% 70.4 .01 
   Faculty of color 11.1%% 1.3% 21.31*** 
   Available funding 38.1% 36.5% .10 
   Funding offered 60.3% 56.9% .43 
   Advisor recommend 27.8% 29.3% .10 
   Area of specialization 60.3% 69.7% 3.57 
   Course offerings 18.3% 24.7% 2.09 
   Location 54.0% 53.0% .04 
   Prestige 30.2% 30.6% .01 
     
Q77 Institution type   .24 
   Research university private 28.2% 25.9%  
   Research university public 66.1% 68.1%  
   Comprehensive 5.6% 6.0%  
     
Q78 College type   3.47 
   Tribal 0 .3%  
   HBCU 0 .3%  
   Hispanic serving 6.5% 3.0  
 
Table continues 
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Table 11 continues  
Comparisons of students experiences in graduate school by race 
 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority  
% / mean 

White  
% / 
mean 

Test of 
Differences 
Chi square / F 

Q79 Subfields offered    
   Applied 36.5% 43.1% 1.59 
   Archeology 74.6% 76.6% .20 
   Biological 64.3% 71.7% 2.32 
   Cultural 90.5% 89.5% .10 
   Linguistic 59.5% 63.5% .60 
   Medical 59.5% 68.4% 3.13 
     
Q 80 Number of     
 Faculty 21.92 21.45 .09 
 Graduate students 82.25 70.09 3.26 
     
Q81 Number of students in your cohort 12.12 12.05 .05 
     
 Percent of racialized minority students in 

your cohort  
32% 21% 21.97*** 

     
Q82 Current level of funding    
   Multiyear full package 44.4% 42.1% .20 
   Tuition of partial funding 32.5% 32.9% .01 
   Self funded 27.8% 29.3% .10 
     
Q83 Forms of support    
   Funds for conference travel 67.3% 75.2% 2.54 
   Research funds 67.0% 66.3% .02 
   Teaching assistant 87.6% 81.5 2.10 
   Research assistant 40.2% 48.8% 2.08 
   Other internal funding 72.3% 65.1% 1.89 
   None 42.9% 41.4% .02 
     
Q84 Percent of annual expenses covered by 

dept., university or external funding 
sources 

70.92% 68.25% .48 

Q85 Consistently able to get funds for a    
   My education 4.07% 3.82% 3.42 
   My research 3.25% 3.23% .01 
Q86 Number of committees served on    
   None in department 65.7% 67.0% 5.12 
   None in university 78.6% 81.5% 6.16 
 
Table continues 
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Table 11 continues  
Comparisons of students experiences in graduate school by race 
 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority  
% / mean 

White  
% / 
mean 

Test of 
Differences 
Chi square / F 

Q87 Forms of faculty mentoring    
   Course planning 76.1% 77.6% .10 
   Develop research proposal 84.0% 91.3% 4.53* 
   Develop presentation on my  

   research 
47.4% 55.9% 2.36 

   Prepare publication on my  
  research 

39.1% 51.6 4.79* 

   Invitation to collaborate on  
  research 

29.2% 36.1% 1.67 

   Invitation to present on  
  collaborative research 

21.9% 21.3% .02 

   Invitation to co-author a  
  publication 

20.2% 26.4% 1.61 

   Conduct collaborative research 21.8% 26.7% .98 
     
Q88 Student department relations total 

scalea 

3.49 3..65 3.28 

     
Q89 Student department support total 

scalea 

3.18 3.38 5.03* 

 
Note: a indicates a 5 point scale; * p < .05; ** p < .01; p < .001 
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Table 12 Comparison’s of student racial climate by race 
 
 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority  
% / mean 

White  
% / 
mean 

Test of 
Differences 
Chi square / F 

Q90 Department takes advantage of 
university incentives in hiring faculty  

  3.73 

   Yes 51.2% 70.8%  
   No, doesn’t take advantage 32.6% 18.8%  
    Not available 16.3 10.4  
 Department takes advantage of 

university initiative in admitting students 
  3.25 

    Yes 64.7% 73.2%  
   No, doesn’t take advantage 19.6% 8.5%  
   Not available 15.7% 18.3%  
 Department takes advantage of national 

diversity incentives for faculty hiring 
  1.43 

   Yes 41.2% 55.3%  
   No, does not take advantage 35.3 26.3  
   Not available 23.5 18.4  
 Department takes advantage of national 

diversity incentives for student 
admission 

  6.10* 

   Yes 47.4% 67.4%  
   No, does not take advantage 34.2% 11.6%  
   Not available  18.4% 20.9%  
     
Q91 Number of racialized minority employed 

in the department 
2.97 3.76 2.45 

     
Q92 Current chair is a racialized minority 

faculty 
15.&% 12.1% .99 

     
Q93 There has been a racialized minority 

faculty chair 
20.0 20.0 0 

     
Q96 Racialized minority scholars’ work is 

included in required courses 
70.8% 86.1% 10.73*** 

 
Table 10 continues 
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Table 12 Comparison’s of student racial climate by race 
 
 
 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority  
% / mean 

White  
% / 
mean 

Test of 
Differences 
Chi square / F 

Q97 These perspectives are included in 
required courses 

   

   American ethnic studies 43.2% 55.5% 4.76* 
   Post colonial 74.1% 81.1% 2.43 
   Africa diaspora 44.6% 52.9% 2.19 
   Critical race theory 45.9% 63.1% 9.60** 
   Indigenous anthropology 56.0% 74.0% 12.28*** 
   Subaltern studies  55.4% 63.6% 2.27 
Q98 In my graduate career    
   I have taken courses on racial  

   and ethnic  issues 
72.2% 68.4% .61 

 I have taken course that include works 
by racialized minority scholars 

76.2% 81.6% 1.62 

 I have conducted research on racial or 
ethnic issues 

69.8% 58.6% 4.81* 

     
Q99 Student  department race equity total 

scalea 

3.57 4.13 31.23*** 

     
Q100 Student department race ethnic 

diversity total scalea 

2.61 3.01 14.42*** 

 
Note: a indicates a 5 point scale; * p < .05; ** p < .01; p < .001 
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Table 13  
Comparison of practitioners career path by race 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority  
% / mean 

White  
%/ 
mean 

Tests of 
difference 
 Chi square / F 

Q50 Highest degree   .05 
   Bachelors 7% 7.2%  
   Masters 20.9% 19.5%  
   PhD 72.1% 73.3%  
     
Q51 Years since highest degree  15.1 20.16 F4.14* 
     
Q52 Current employment status    
   Salaried, full-time 45.5% 48.5% .13 
   Salaried less than full-time 9.1% 8.1% .05 
   Hourly 13.6% 8.1% 1.34 
   Temporary 20.5% 15.7% .60 
     
Q53 Current work setting, 

organization 
   

   Public or NGO 22.7% 20.7% .09 
   Non-profit 27.3% 25.8% .04 
   Corporate 6.8% 8.6% .15 
   Labor union 0 .5% .22 
   Hospital medical center 2.3% 3.0% .07 
   Consultant, contract worker 13.6% 17.7 .42 
   Museum 11.4% 7.6% .68 
   Research, Think tank 15.9% 18.7 .19 
   Cultural institute 4.5% 3.55 .10 
     
Q55 Full time 47.7% 52.5% .33 
 Permanent 11.4% 11.1 .00 
     
Q57 How achieve current position    
   Word of mouth 15.9% 19.2% .26 
   Received recommendation 11.4% 11.6% .00 
   Job post on AAA site 2.3% 2.5% .01 
   Job post elsewhere 20.5% 18.2% .12 
   Promoted from within 4.5% 10.6% 1.54 
   Non-competitive appointment 9.1 9.1 00 
     
Q58 Able to get full-time 

employmenta 

3.34 3.33 .00 

 Able to get part-timea  3.65 3.79 .33 
     
Q59 Received training in:    
   Applied 27.3% 27.3% .00 
   Archeology 18.2% 23.2% .53 
   Biological 2.3% 9.6% 2.55 
   Cultural 75% 63.6% 2.06 
   Linguistic 13.6% 12.6% .03 
   Medical 13.6% 13.6% .00 
Note: a indicates 5 point scale; * p <.05; ** p < .01: *** p <.001 
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Table 14 
Practitioner Work load and support 
 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority  
% / mean 

White  
%/ 
mean 

Tests of 
difference 
 Chi square / 
F 

Q60 Number of people you supervise 4.16 12.41 . 14 
     
Q61 Forms of professional development 

participated in in current position 
   

 Write a journal article 56.8% 71.7% 3.10 
 Co-write journal article 52.8% 66.9% 2.49 
 Write magazine, newspaper article 29.7% 50.7 5.16* 
 Co-write magazine or newspaper article 16.2% 34.4% 4.47* 
 Write a book 27.3% 39.3% 1.64 
 Co-write book 22.9% 25.6% .11 
 Write book chapter 41.7% 55.1% 2.09 
 Co-Write book chapter 26,5% 36.6% 1.24 
 Present research findings 81.6% 89.5% 1.78 
 Co-Present research findings 51.4% 69.35 3.96* 
 Write research or technical report 63.2% 81.9% 6.20** 
 Co- Write research or technical report 51.4% 70.6% 4.92* 
 Write grant proposal 65.8% 73.0 .77 
 Write policy briefing or white paper 33.3% 51.4% 3.50 
 Part of mentoring circle 50.0% 50.7 .01 
 Received technical skill training 64.9% 68.15 .14 
 Received managerial skill training 44.4% 41.4 .11 
     
Q62 What constitutes your work duties    
 Write a journal article 5.71% 44.9% 1.07 
 Co-write journal article 57.9% 44.9% 1.11 
 Write magazine, newspaper article 33.3% 33.0 .00 
 Co-write magazine or newspaper article 13.0% 27.6% 2.14 
 Write a book 34.8% 23.9% 1.19 
 Co-write book 33.3% 15.75 3.59 
 Write book chapter 37.5% 26.5% 1.17 
 Co-Write book chapter 27.3% 27.4% .00 
 Present research findings 65.4% 75.0% 1.02 
 Co-Present research findings 56.0% 67.8% 1.28 
 Write research or technical report 59.3% 77.7% 3.93* 
 Co- Write research or technical report 55.6% 73.0% 3.17 
 Write grant proposal 46.2% 63.1% 2.57 
 Write policy briefing or white paper 37.5% 56.1% 2.77 
 Part of mentoring circle 48.0 34.5 1.60 
 Received technical skill training 45.8% 64.6% 2.94 
 Received managerial skill training 43.5% 46.3% .06 
Table continues 
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Table 14 
Practitioner Work load and support 
 
Question Description Racialized 

Minority  
% / mean 

White  
%/ 
mean 

Tests of 
difference 
 Chi square / F 

Q63 Forms of professional support used 
in last 3 years 

   

 Access to internal funding 57.6% 52.2% .31 
 Access to external funding 52.9% 48.0% .27 
 Library or other database 81.6% 86.7% .68 
 Training to enhance existing skill set 62.9% 66.2% .15 
 Training to expand skill set 66.7% 62.7% .20 
 Family release time 12.9% 13.8% .02 
 Medical leave 23.3% 24.8% .03 
 Mentoring 43.8% 31.5% 1.77 
 Research assistant 47.1% 39.6% .63 
 Research release 20.1% 11.1% 1.47 
 Support for conference travel 71.4% 56.8% 2.54 
 Support for research travel 54.1% 33.8% 5.17* 
     
Q64 Professional support available    
 Access to internal funding 58.3% 55.8% .05 
 Access to external funding 58.3% 65.1% .40 
 Library or other database 89.7% 83.2% .75 
 Training to enhance existing skill set 82.1% 79.5% .10 
 Training to expand skill set 78.6% 75.9% .09 
 Family release time 60.0% 59.0% .01 
 Medical leave 78.3% 70.0% .64 
 Mentoring 60.9% 43.4% 2.32 
 Research assistant 70.8% 45.6% 4.95* 
 Research release 31.6% 23.0% .62 
 Support for conference travel 74.1% 68.3% .35 
 Support for research travel 57.7% 42.2% 2.03 
     
Q65 Professional workplace relations 

total scale a 

3.60 3.71 .48 

     
Q66 Professional staff support total scale a 2.88 2.98 .40 
 
Note: a indicates a 5 point scale; * p < .05; ** p < .01; ***p < .001 
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Table 15 Comparisons of practitioner racial climate by race 
 
Question Description Racialized 

minority 
 % / mean 

White  
% / 
mean 

Test of difference Chi 
square / F 

Q67 Number of racial minority staff at 
workplace 

16.70 110.34 .29 

     
Q68 Current supervisor a racial 

minority 
39.5% 20.7% 5.80** 

     
Q69 Ever an had a racialized minority 

supervisor 
54.1% 44.4% 1.12 

     
Q71 Employer takes advantage of 

diversity incentives 
  1.56 

  Yes  41.2% 46.8%  
  No 17.6% 7.8%  
  Not available 41.2% 45.5%  
     
Q70 Professional workplace race 

equity total scalea 

3.12 3.41 3.26 

 
Note: a indicates 5 point scale; * p < .05; ** p < .01; *** p < .001 
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Table 16 
Differences in Racial Climate by race and status group (faculty, practitioner, student 

 
Question Description Racialized 

minority  
% / mean 

White % 
mean  

Tests of difference Chi square 
/ F 

    Race  Status Race 
by 
Status  

Q101 Constructive response to 
diversity grievancesa 

2.80 3.42 38.01*** 4.19 .77 

       
Q101 Positive racial climatea 2.96 3.53 135.68 

*** 
114.56*** 
S>P>F 

.09 

       
Q102 In last 3 years have you       
   Observed subtle 

discrimination 
79.7% 60.2% 39.61*** 13.92*** 

F>P>S 
na 

   Experienced subtle 
discrimination 

68.2% 17.1% 306.86*** 1.95 na 

       
 Observed racism 66.7% 41.1% 61.71*** 3.58 na 
       
 Experienced racism 53.0% 8.1% 322.09*** .37 na 
       
Q104 Are there mechanisms 

for filing diversity 
grievances 

90.8 96.9 16.57*** 3.22 na 

       
Q106 I have filed grievance 5.4% 2.3% 8.24** 2.05 na 
       
Q107 Procedure seems 

effective, taken seriously 
56.9% 82.2% 35.69*** 5.20 na 

       
Q108 I’ve considered leaving 

because institution 
didn’t value 
contributions of RM 

46.7% 9.0% 193.33*** 1.60 na 

       
Q109 I have left institution 

because it didn’t value 
contributions of 
racialized minorities 

16.3% 1.5% 89.59*** 2.66 na 

       
Q110 I’ve sought position 

where racialized 
minority contributions 
valued 

57.4% 22.9% 95.08*** 2.10 na 

 
Note: a indicates a 5 point scale; * p <.05; ** p<.01; *** p<.001 
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Appendix to Tables 
Explanation of scaled questions on racial climate and diversity: 

Faculty, practitioners and students were asked similar, multi-part questions 
about these issues. The questions were given a composite score because 
respondents tended significantly to give the same score to each item. The content of 
each set is below and will help in understanding the questions in ( ) when they 
appear in the tables. 
Professional relations and respect (f38,p65, s88) 
f38: asked respondents to rate their own relations with colleagues and 
departmental leadership; to rate how well their ideas and insights were integrated 
into departmental practice; to rate whether they were asked to represent 
departmental interests, and whether they were referred to for their expertise.  
p65 asked respondents to rate their own professional and social relations with 
colleagues and departmental leadership; to rate how well their ideas and insights 
were integrated into workplace practice; to rate whether they were asked to 
represent workplace interests, whether they were referred to for their expertise; 
colleagues helped find consulting contracts and jobs.  
s 88 asks respondents if they have regular professional interaction with their 
advisor and other faculty in area of study, whether faculty leadership is open to 
their input on departmental issues, whether they are called on to represent the 
interests of fellow graduate students, whether they have opportunities to teach and 
whether they are mentored in teaching for faculty for whom they TA. 
Support for promotion (f39, p66, s89 )  
f39: Asked respondents to rate their departments’ support for promotion and 
tenure, mentoring faculty, sharing teaching loads, committee work, advisees equally. 
It also asked if the department and university valued service work, advising, 
mentoring, teaching, publication; and whether their department acknowledged 
faculty for their scholarship. It asked about these items without reference to race. 
p66: Asked about senior staff mentoring; whether workloads, supervision, and 
administrative work is shared equally; whether administrative work is valued 
equally for promotion; whether staff is acknowledged for contributions. 
s89 asks whether graduate students can find good mentors, have access to funding, 
receive faculty support in paper writing and conference presentations and when 
they go on the job market. 
Racial equity in support for promotion (f48, p70, s99):  
f48 asked specifically about racial equity on f38 faculty items. 
p70 asked specifically about racial equity on p66 practitioner items 
Qs99 asked specifically about racial equity on s89 practitioner items 
 
Department and institutional diversity (f49, s100) 
f49 Departmental and institutional diversity scale asked whether diversity is 
reflected in curriculum, student body, faculty, administration; whether the 
institution responds constructively to diversity-related grievances; whether there is 
a positive racial climate on campus. 
s100: Asks about departmental diversity, whether racial diversity is reflected in 
curriculum, student body, faculty, and administration. 
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*Authors’ note: Carollee Howes, designed and executed the survey analysis in 
conversation with Karen Brodkin and Raymond Codrington. Carollee Howes, a 

developmental psychologist, is Research Professor in Human Development and 

Psychology at UCLA and Director of the Center for Improving Child Care Quality at 

UCLA. Her research is in the area of very young children's development of interpersonal 

relationships-- peer interactions, particularly friendships and social pretend play in 

toddler and preschool age children. Much of her current work includes describing 

development within classrooms and families and includes children of many races, 

ethnicities, and home languages. Her research combines quantitative and qualitative 

methods and focuses on longitudinal studies (16-17 years) within and beyond California. 

Howes has published182 research articles and 10 books. Her recent books include: A 

Matter of Trust: Connecting Teachers and Learners in the Early Childhood Classroom; 

Culture and Child Development in Early Childhood Education: Practices for quality 

education and care (both withTeachers College Press); and The Promise of PreK; 

Foundations for Teaching Excellence: Connecting Early Childhood Quality Rating, 

Professional Development and Competency Systems; Dual Language Learners in the 

Early Childhood Classroom; and Effective Professional Development in Early Childhood 

Education (all with Brooks). 
 


